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	School of Engineering

      School of Engineering
  
      We are uniting bright minds from across the globe, creating new knowledge to serve society, and inspiring the next generation of engineering leaders.  
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      Start your journey towards becoming a professional engineer.

      	Undergraduate
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	Postgraduate research
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      Find out how our world-class research is making an impact.

      	Priority research areas
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    About us

     We deliver an innovative engineering education and contribute sustainable solutions to global challenges.
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    Industrial collaboration

     Our research expertise and facilities support organisations of all sizes on a variety of projects and initiatives.
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    Equality diversity and inclusivity

     We aim to create a supportive and inclusive environment that is home to a welcoming and diverse community.

  





    

  




        


Cardiff University's School of Engineering is one of the best in the UK for facilities, teaching and research. My lecturers are well-respected industry professionals. I completed a placement year working in Arup, a top engineering company, during my degree.

                      Cordelia Overland                    Civil engineering graduate                            
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Enhancing biodiversity in Trevithick gardens: a community initiative


25 March 2024

Trevithick gardens, nestled within the grounds around our school, has become a haven for local wildlife, thanks to the efforts of our engineering technicians and enthusiastic volunteers.









  
    Cardiff secures three Turing fellowships

    21 March 2024

  






  
    Creating filters for the medical images of the future 

    7 February 2024

  






  
    Electrical and Electronic Engineering crowned number 1 in the UK by The Guardian University Guide 2024

    8 January 2024

  







  

 

  
  

    
    


  
     
     School of Engineering

    We are uniting bright minds from across the globe, creating new knowledge to serve society, and inspiring the next generation of engineering leaders.



Contact us
 Course queries 
Make an enquiry
Our location
School of Engineering, Cardiff University, Queen's Buildings, The Parade, Cardiff, CF24 3AA
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  [image: Athena SWAN Bronze Award]Athena SWAN Award
We are proud to hold the Athena SWAN Bronze Award and we continually strive to ensure gender equality.
Learn about our Athena SWAN application
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